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.see Violation; Constitution, CUNY Bylaws
story see page 5

Is LaGuardia College
Under Invesflgaflon?
Former Dean Called To Testify.
story see page 4

ATTENTION STUDENTS
You must realite that your school newspaper may fall victim to censorship. You must realize that the quality of your
education may b. wholly contingent on the maintenance of freedom of the P"'SS. You must decide what kind of a school
newspaper you want; one that prints announcements and press releases from the administration of LaGuardia College a paper that caters to the dictates of certain administrative personnel in an effort to keep secret the issues truty important
to students- or do yau want a paper that keeps the student community infonned; a paper that deals with issues and
opinions not lies and pacification. Your school newspaper is threatened with censorship and you must do something about it.
The time has come, you must heed the call as human beings; you must heed the call as Americans; you must heed the call

to P"'s .... the basic freedoms that w. hold s.c",d.
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RORELlO' SFlUTE

TO THE EDITOR
AND OTHERS

EDITORIFILS

Please, don't take my job away.
My job is not only my livelihood but my pride - my joy - my accomplishment - my
sanity - my reason for living. I have always worked. During depression I worked in honky·
tonks to help support my family ... but these stories are old hat now,
Take home pay is about 5100. plus various benefits. S47.SS is paid into my pension every
pay day.
If I lose my job I will probably get close to SIOO clear, from· unemployment and. later
almost ~ !"uch from welfare if you cou.nt food stamps, housing, local hospitals and other
freechantlcs. Plus probably get a part·tlme. on the Q·T-offthe books job, earning a few
~:~~i~= ~:!~gt!:~yB;::~,}:;~~ ~~a1 Security. But it's not the same; I'd. rather
Years and ma ny dollars went into preparing for my job. While working nights I com·
#pleted a secretarial course at 120 wpm dictationl50 wpm typing (manual), I've acquired a
High School Diploma; completed a hotel management and front office management COUrK;
have a Pan Am Travel Agent Course certificate and a (crash) Dramatic Course Certificate
from St. John's University. Next week. Sunday, September 14th, I will don a cap and gown
and take my first step toward a Bachelor's Degree with a junior degree (two years) from
laGuardia College. Does this sound to you like a person who is looking for a hand·out?
Now. a!'te r.all my studying. attending Delehanty School, getting a high Civil Service Test
score my job 15 threatened by governmen( supplemented workers. Is this fair?
I BEG YOU, PLEASEDONTTAKEMY JOB FROM MEl
LuanaSpeledore

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE
CONCEPTS OF THE CONSTITUTION?
After the recent Watergate leandal. an d. with the coming of the 200th Annivenary
of lbil country. It seemed unlikely lbat an overt effort would be made by memhen of
the school adminiltralion to try to centor the media at LaG. What happened to the
concepti of the Conltitution! Are we to conclude that adherence to the Conltitulion,
whim il fundamental to lbe Justice Syllem in Ameriea, is contingent on the
prevailing circum,lanCCl, i.e., onl y when it is convenient! Are we part.time
Ameriuns! Or, is the concept of bdq an American al fallacio ul a concept al
Hltler'l belief in the pure-blooded Nar.i!
All thit e ffort to centor from a man who lIammen and ItulleMi nervoully when
interviewed fo r lbe Flute _ and breathes a ligh of relief upon Tecanurance th.t the
vilit il not for an interview - Dean William Hamilton.
II ceJltoMibip JUII another Student Service retponlibillty! Or, il Dean Hunilton
jUAt a pawn Ifearing for his jobl in lbe grander Icheme of thingl at LaG and the
Board of Higher Ed!' Surely, Fiorello'l Flute iln't to popular as to be read .t the
BHE - or il it!'
Information 1Ource& luggest that dullS on up to the president o f the college have a
tenure of employment that il even more preeariou, than lbe " lo,,;.ly" adjunct faculty
member hoping to be uligned a clan for lbe following quuter. If the president doetl
nol comply with the wilhel of the ··God," of the BHE, h e's out. No trial. No he8l'i.q.
No fecund ("h.nce. And, thil it democracy!' So, instead of attempll to cutigate
people Hkt' Dean Hamilton et ai, maybe we should conversely have pity - pity for
people who apparentl y are . Iaves to • IYllem.
And, in p itying them maybe we should l imilarly pily ourtelvet - are we not
"Iavet alto!'

To The Editor:
In reply to the article in the Flute concerning the 1974 allocation of the Year Book.
I would like to say that in my tcnure as PTesidcot of the Student Council, I have known
Zelda Winzemer to be a dedicated and efficient servant of the College Community al
LaGuardia. When the discrepancy was first noticed, I was called in to Zelda's office and the
discrepancy was clI:plaincd to me. I had a chance to look over the books; the upla nation as
to why it occurred was to my satisfaction.
I feci that too much has been made oul of a simple bookkccping error. and should not be
blown out of proportion.
The Graduating Class of 1975 is now just another memory for many of us, but, to the new
I would like to slate now that I support Zelda in this matter and to my knowledge th("re is freshmen at laG, the legacy of the '75 graduatmg elau IS JUSI about non·exl5tant There 15,
no "missing" 510,000.
Richard Franklin
of course, an exception In that room LJ31 15 piled high With 10 thousand dollars worth of
ChairpenlOn Student Council potential garbage-yearbooks.
An expensive photo album of dubious value, filled with unknown names and likenesses,
July 30. 1975 investigation into these and m:lny Ilagrantiy Who are these people? Where are they now? The one legacy of unpurchascd yearbooks;
Mr. Gene Cafaro, Edilor .
unethical practices has been ongoing for yearbooks that will in all probability be stored in some basement "archive" to collect dust,
some time by an outside agency.
as did yearbooks before.
Fiorello's Flute
We urge all individuals with information
But, this so-called Ilgacy is the legacy of the 1974 graduating class-or is il '73? or maybe
F.H. laGuardia Community College
to contact the Department of Investigation, '72? Could it possibly be a "years" book?· Years of wasted money; wasted at 10 thousand
31-10 Thomson Ave.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
111 John Street, New York City. telephone doUars an issue. Ah. yesl Then there is the story of the 10 thousand dollars ...
near Mr. Cafaro:
and information re held in
Regardingyourartic:le in the last issue of
To the Editor:
the pllper c iting intimidation, fear. strict confidence.
Please help in the fight against the ad·
The student body and the administration of this school have been constantly badgered by
harassment. etc., the committee wishes to
further bring to the attention of the press ministrative clique and their " Watergate" the plight of Mr. Gene Cafaro-his constant complaint that he has no staff.
CEUP
Poor Mr. Cafaro must do all the work involved with the Flute's publication-AWNE.
and to all at the college that there are many practices.
unspoken and unrecorded adm inistrative f:':;:;:;:::::::::::::::;::::::::i;Nb:~:f:::::::::::':':':':::':::':'::1 in;;~f~s~ho~np~~~:hf:~:~~t~~:~:~f~:ti~~ ~~::r ~~\:w~ I~.::::~!~~=? of the
follies that are currenliy under investigation
::} Systems of Man Survey . . ...... p.7 ::::
Mr. Cafaro's latest affront to the student body was to call a meeting for those interested in
by an outside agency.
. ... p.7 :::: this paper. The meeting, however. never materialized.
It wou ld only amount to a whitewash if :~~ CUNY hard hilby cut . .
Seven students were left standing outside the Flute's door. as Mr. Cafaro never
the investigation were to be conducted by an ::: Afro-American Studies ......... p.7 ::::
::: SludentCouncil Elections ..... p.lS :::: SHOWED.
intra·mural team.
We would therefore consider il most
practical to the progress of the school and
all those being treated in the manner
.•
.•.•. •. .•
Dear Ms. Alt.
FrancesAIt
.....
You're absolutely right. I'm sure I could list numerous excuses why I didn't s~ow up on
described in you r paper. to publish the
following letter:
To the Editor:
The Committee for Exposure of Unethical
Practices wishes to notify faculty and
students at laGuardia Community College
thai we support the allegations of the
published anicl~ dealing with intimidation,
fear. spurious firing practices. etc.
We would also like it to be known that an
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OFFICE OF R E C R E A T t \ ' O N l l L
PROGRAMS

Gregg Carrington
Gene Cafaro

Faculty Advisor
?
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Acting Editor-in-Chief
Alumnus Advisor & Contributing Writer
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The JJudget Fight:

LaGuardia Gets} Cut;
Students Get Shafted
Demonstrate Concern

......

AOREUO 'S FlUTE

October 14, 1575

LaGuardia College .Appeal To The Administration
Under Investigation?
No one seems to know, or apparently no
o ne is talking regarding recent allegations
that LaGuardia Community College is being
probed by the Department of Invesligation
in New York City. Mr. Thomas Roac h. a
spokesperson for Commissioner Nicholas
Scopetta. had no comment to inquiries
: onccrning said investigation. claiming such
information was indeed cont1dential. and
that it is the department's policy not divulge
information.
Mr. Richard Ashe, a lawyer with the firm
of Pollack and Singer in New York City,
would not submit 10 a taped interview,
alleging he similarly had no information
conccrning an investigation.. Mr. Ashe and
an associate sal carefully taking notes
during whal was supposed to have been an
interview. Mr. Ashe further wOtild ntither
confirm nor deny the identity of his client at
laG. The allegation was originally rcc:eived
in a letter to the Flute back in July. The
letter was not deemed to have had much
validity at the time. in that it was sent
anonymously and had no letterhea~. '
Another source of allegation was from one
of the administrative personnel at laG., a
source seen to be not only unimpeachable,
but a subsequent victim of what might be
interpreted as "political finagling." This
informant was to be a spokesperson for
several higher-ups who, it was charged, had
been maneuvered into position to bo;! ousted,
or, as it was stated, "retrenched." Retrenchment is the process whereby people are laid
off due to the school's inability to meet
salary demands. Allegations still go unsubstantiated, and, although it had been
stated that sonle documentation would be

forthcoming-none was ever received. Yet.
the rumors continue and the college remains
in an atmosphere that seems to be silence
provoked by fear.
Mr. Arnold Cantor. a representative of
the Professional Staff Congress (PSCl. said,
" I don't think it would be safe to assume
that any of the faculty knows anything about
this (the alleged investigation)." He went on
to say that the Department of Investigation
jeals primarily with cases concerned with
t~e misappropriation offunds, and "it is not
in the normal purview of union activities."
Referring to union responsibility in terms of
misapp ropriation of funds. Cantor pointed
cui that such an allegation would not come
under the jurisdiction of union concern; he
said the union has no responsibility in the
area of how the president runs the college,
unless what he (the president) does adversely
affects the peopleTepresented by tire union.
Cantor claimed that in this time of extreme crisis, when people are being laid off,
they would certainly be inclined to feel
intimidated, in fear of losing their jobs.
If the allegations are true and certain
administrative pel:Sonnel are being forced
out of their jobs for alleged devious reasons.
then why are they afraid to come forward? If
job termination is virtually inevitable as is
alleged in these cases. what could be lost by
coming forward?
Dr. Wallace Appelson, former dean of
faculty, is alleged to have been subpoenaed
by the Department of Investigation to give
testimony, and there are. at this point,
nameless others scheduled to appear.
Cantor suggested this could be a false
alarm; others suggest that several schools in
CUNY are under scrutiny. yet outside
inquiries to CUNY Chancellor Robert I.
Kibbee received a "no comment" response.
Why?
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THE PDLITICS DF A BUDGET CUT
luly27,1974
Mr, Jay Hershenson
Chairperson
University Student Senate
430 East 80th St.
N.Y., N.Y. 10021
Dear Mr. Hershenson,
I have long supponed free tuition at the
Dear Governor Carey:
The Committee for Public Higher City University of New York. I will do all in
Education comprises over 65 labor. alumni. my power. whether I become Governor or
civic. ethnic, education and religious groups not. to preserve free tuition at the City
with a total membership of over 2.000,000 University.
I have viewed with alarm increases in
New Yorkers.
We have been working for 12 years to tuition at the State University. The next
preserve free tuition in the City University Governor musl insure that tuition at the
and were heartened by your election State University of New York goes no
campaign pledge to maintain free tuition. higher. We must not forget that the prin.
We have been increasingly concerned that ciple behind public colleges is to provide a
your pledge may become only an unfulfilled coliege edu~tion for all members of our
promise. There are repeated reports from .wciety - not just the groups who could
Albany that tuition at CUNY is to be the afford to attend a private institution of
State's price for cooperation in dealing with higher learning. We must insure that no
the CilY's fiscal crisis. We have yet to hear a group, that no individual is shut out of
denial from anyone that this is so.
college bei:ause he could not afford to atThe fact , of course. is that the Board of, tend.
Higher Education made drastic economics
I am concerned about relying on student
in order to preserve free tuition, a principle loans as the way students will pay increasing
of vital importance to the future of New tuition cost. let us not forget that in times of
York City. These economies are made not tight money the availability of student loans
out of choice but in the conviction that the decreases. let us not forget that lower in·
University must do its share, along with come and minority students have trouble
other New Yorkers. to help in the currenl getting loans because banks consider ihem
bad risks.. And I am told by women students
fiscal crisis.
We realize that, at the same time, the thai they always have trouble getting loans.
State is reaping a 552 million windfall And I reject the position advocated by some.
because it can now reduce irs matching. - I fmnly believe students should not have
to mortgage away their souls to get an
funds contribution to CUNY.
We call upon you. as Governor of New education.
York State, 10 reiterate your support for free
I agree with George Meany when he said,
"We
do not beli'rve that the price of higher
tuition and 10 demonstrate that support by
sharing a portion of the "windfall" money education should be starting life under a
with CUNY, thus Jessening the devastating mountain of debt. If students earn more
impact of the budget cuts it has voluntarily money as a result of their education. the
graduated income ta:.: is the appropriate way
assumed .
Very truly yours, in which society can share in that benefit.
I read the report of the National Com·
Edward D. Moldover
August 27, 1975

Honorable Hugh L Carey
Governor of New York
Executive Chambers
Albany, New York 12224

mission on the Financing of Post·Secondary
Education with alarm. They found that for
every hike of 5100 in tuition, college
enrollment decreases by 2,5%. I believe that
the state, not the students. must bear the
burden of financing higher education in
these days of innation and higher costs.
We can and we must hold the line on
tuition at the State University.
Sincerely,
Hugh L. Carey
August 18, 1975
Dr. Irwin Polishook
Professional Staff Congress
Mr. Jay Hershenson
University State Senale
City University of New York
535 East 80th Street
New York, NY 10021
Dear Dr. Polishook & Mr. Hershenson:
The Governor has asked me to thank you
for your correspondence concerning funding
of the City University.
Both New York City and the State have
financial problems. although the City's,
admittedly, are much more severe. One of
the common elements is the past practice 0'(
government at al:levelsattemptingl v provide
more services than it. i.t:., the taxpayers,can
afford. New York State and its citizens have
always been in the vanguard of those accepting the tax burden for progressive social
programs but the time has come to realize
that past decisions have exceeded the
cunent ability to support them financially.
As with personal finances, government can
not long spend beyond its income.
The City University, as with a multitude
of highly valuable programs supported by
the tu dollar. can only be financed by the
City and / or the Slate to the edent thai
either or both can afford, and not
necessarily to the level that either or both ·
may wish.
The attempts to meeth the hanh

economic realities require the u n·
derstanding and assistance of all the citizens
of the State. I am confident that the City
and the Board of Higher Education will be
able to meet these problems and still
maintain the fundamental traditions and
quaJity of the City University.
The Governor appreicales your taking the
time to share your views with him.
Sincerely,
Howard F. Miller
Deputy Director

TOEFL
A new course in "Advanced English as
a Second Language for Test Takers" will
be offered this faU at LaGuardia
Community College in Long Island City,
designed especially for advanced
students of English as a second language
who are planning 10 take the Test of
English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL).
It will also help students perform better
on the language ability sections of tests
s uch as the Graduate Record
Examination (GRE) or the Admission
Test for Graduate Schools of Business
(ATGSB).
The non-credit class will focus on '
reading comprehension. listening
comprehension. advanced grammar,
vocabulary. and writing stylc.
For a free brochure describing this and
other non-credit courses in English as a
second language. write Division of
Continuing Education. LaGuardia
Community College. 31·10 Thomson
Avenue. Long Island City. N.Y. 11101.
Telephone (212) 937-9200, Extension
214.
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Freedom Of Press In Jeopardy
Shenker, Hamilton Hide Behind Middle States Memo
by Gene Cafaro
Aftet' a 1974 editorial questionina the "encouuae" andlor "oveuee'" the
possible ramifications evident in the for· publications and the media at laG. Acmation of what has been tenned a com- cording to Jim Montalto, Student Adivitics
mittee to "oversee" the media at laG. it coordinator. and Professor Leo Ne .... blll,
seemed the issue had subsequently been lakl director of the Human Ocvelopment Center,
to rest-but not so, aoc:ordi ng to a memo the attitude of the students at the FSA
submitted recently by William Hamilton, meeting was generally somber. Although the
dean of Student Services, to the Faculty. Mkldle States recommendation had been
Student Associalion. The memo reads as handed down several months ago, it had
neyer, in all the months that followed. been
follows:
In rcsporue to the Mkldle States included on the agenda of the FSA-until
Associ.tion final report d.ted April 24, recently. The reason given for this sudden
1974, page 19, Recommendation number 4 conCffn, ac:c:ording to Newball and Monwhich states: "There is • need to investiaate talto. was the recent stories published in the
the development of some fonn of student Flut~.
publkationJ and communlc:ationJ committee to oversee and perpetuate the activities of such oraanizations as the
newspaper, the radio station .nd IiterU)'
groups, to insure that their editon and
policy st.tements-do indeed 5C1"Ve the best
interests of the student body at large," I
should like to' suggest the followina
structure to the Faculty Student Associ.tion
in order to implement their recommendation.
Student Publications and Com·
munication Council with the followina
membership.
Option One
1.) two faculty members .ppointed by the
Faculty Student Association.
2.) two students appointed by the Faculty
Student Association.
J.) four students appointed by the College
Senate.
4.) two faculty members appointed by the
College Senate
Pre~idettt ]tJ8eph Shettkerj.
Option Two
I.) same as option one with the cx«ption
The committee is being established
that the faculty members shall serve in an because of con«rn o ... er the possibility of
ad ... isory capacity.
libel claims the school administration.
Option Three
although an incident back in May, 1975
I.) sil students appointed by the Faculty
which also portended the possibility of libel
Student Association.
and litigation proceedings with the Sony
2.) four faculty members appointed by the Corporation over the alleged misuse of their
Faculty Student Associ.tion.
corporate name. recei ...ed quite a different
Under all ofthe options. the editon of the response from President Shenker.
newspaper. Genesis. the Humanist, and
The editor of this paper, who at the time
the radio station manager shall be ex-officio was Gene Cafaro. asked President Shenker
members ofthe Council or any other student what \I,'ould be the best way to handle the
communications organizations.
situation. Handle it in whate ... er way you feel
is proper. was Shenker's reply. This too was
Purpose of Boar<!
I.) To insure that policy statements serve the the ~neral attitude of all the administrators
best interest of Ihe student body at large. interviewed. at the time. con«rning said
2.) To insure that there is continuous ac- issue. Why the sudden con«m o ... er the
countability to the student body.
possibility of libel?
Power
What would litigation proceedings
1_) To inaure that editorials and IItoriee reveal? Why does the administration of laG
of
student
communications preoccupy itself now with the suppression of
org.nizationl aTe allpro ...cd hy the the school newspaper and possible ... iolation
editorial board.
of the Constitution or the United States
2.) To settle internal disputes ()f com- through «nsorship of the press? What is the
munications organizations.
real reason for the formation of this com·
J.l To act in lieu of a student com· mittee?
.
munications board when the functioning
A spokesperson for the New York Ciyil
membership of the board drops below four. Liberties Union staled. in a recent interview,
In this situation. the editor, station that the committee would be redundant in
manager. etc. would ha ... e to be approved by
the Publications and Communication Council.
4.) This Council shall ha ...e the power to
remove an editor. radio station mana~r,
etc., whero it is ... iewed that his or het' actions
arc not in the best interest of the student
body at large.
In ad<!ii.ion to the fonnation of the
Council as outlined above. all student
communications oraanizations shall have a
board (stam of not less than fiye students
and the editor or radio manlacr shall be
elected to his or het' position. The director of
student Icti... ities or his designee must be
present when elections take place.
All expenditures of funds must be approved by the organization's faculty ad ... isor.
The rationale presented by Dean
Hamilton for the memo bases itself squarely
on a recommendation from the Middle
States Association, to form I board to

that persons who disagree with aJlegations
in the Flute may respond with a rebuttal or a
libel action as a rccoune. A committee
suggests the possibility of censorship ONLY.
claims the NYCLU.
In that William Hamilton. by the tenets
of his position as dean of Student Services, is
responsible to comply with the recom·
mendlt ions of the Middle States
ASSClCiation con« rning students, it was
charged the obligation could have been
construed as a potential cover-up elcuse.
and the question was raised in this regard.
And. insoiar as Ocan Hamilton had
originally arranged that the funds used by
the Fft.lle for publication be made separate
to prevent manipulation if the Flut~ oc·
casioned an attack on Student Council or
one of its membcn, publication of the Flute
could still be curtailed. because it is the
Council president .... ho signs the checks to
pay fOf publication.
When asked about pertinent facts of the
FSA meeting in question, Shenker seemed
evasive. addressing himself instead to what
he called the "immorality" of the interviewer who. ha ... ing graduated. has again
registered for courses. Graduates from laG
who register for courses are immoral. inferred Shenker. in light of new freshmen
that had to be IUmed away. Yet. how immoral is laG .. i.e.. the recent hiring of a
Business Manager at JO thousand a year, in
light of the present Budget Crisis?
It has been se... eral months (August, 1974)
sin« the Middle States representati ... es were
here to e...aluate laG for accreditation; it
has also been se ... eral months sin« said
representati ...es made their recom·
mendations. i.e.. the formation of a com-

Deatt Willi.m H.m illOtt
mittee. yet it is only within the past weeks
that Ocan Hamilton ... iewed it appropriate to
take definite action in the formation of said
committee. When questioned as to how he
... iewed Hamilton's memo. Professor
Nl:Wball stated that "he feared the
document lent itself as more of a control
mechanism." He said that people ...oting for
the alternate plan voted the deletion of at
least one of the points charging it _as "too
strong."
Professor Newball alleged the recent Flute
stories provoked renewed interest in the
committee idea. and that under ordinary
circumstances the subject problably would
not have been broached.
Upon receipt of information that the
meeting of tbe FSA had been held secretly
without the knowledge of the editor of this
paper. a memo was sent to President
Shenker. chairperson of FSA. The memo
reads as follows:
September 12, 1975
I was recently notifted that there ....as an

FSA meetina on September II, to discuss
u.in the possibility of creating a committee
to "overscc"the medi., e.g. Fjonllo's Flute,
The HumtJttur. Radio Station etc.
I shoukl like to Clpress my apprehension,
disdain and resentment at not having been
notifted of said mming, regardless of the
reasons and/or elCUSCS that may be
presented. Knowing full well this meeting
was called because of con«rn ewer the
editorial policies of the Flute, and for no
other reason. I feel my being overlooked as a
participant in saki meeting is thereby
emphasized.
All thiseoncem in light of the fad there is
no Flute st.ff; this too could have been
avoided had the college community, e.g., the
administration of the school and Bob
McVeigh taken an overt interest in
recruiting prospecti ... e student staff
members instead of turning thelr backs. I
have broached this concern in more than
one issue of the F/ut~. and no one has come
forward. either to refute my allegations
(which, at this point, tend toward being the
truth), if they disagreed, or to lend support
in the organization ofa Flut~ staff. Instead,
I hear. secondhand. of people running
around behind my back setting up meetings
to form committees to "o",ersee.·' to which I
am conyeniently overlooked as a participant.
Funhermore, it has been brought to my
atte ntion that some people allege there is no
"input" into the newspaper; I would gladly
submit a list of people. both students and
facu lty, who have gi ... en input-for the
edification ofth05e "doubting thomases." If
a committee to "o... ersee" must of necessity
be established, and only after someone has
gi ...enmeadefjniti ... ~e.inins.oC"(I"CRiCC"
then fhat committee shouk! be comprised of
STUDENTS ONLY. A student newspaper,
and the editorial policies of same. should be
the responsibility of students; faculty. staff.
FSA and the school administration have no
business being in ...oh·ed. There is the im·
plication. also. that Fiorello's Flut~ is being
published with I certain amount of
irresponsibility. a concluswn deri ... ed from
ignoran«. EYery story of a controversial
nature is checked and double checked. and
if the need arises. a lawyer is consulted.
Finally. in light of previous effons 10
establish a romminee to "oversee" that
were steeped in secrecy and were of a
devious nature. I am tltremcly suspicious of
such a committee. and ....ould require
considerable tlplanation as to their purpose
and intent.
Although Article XV-snldellt$. SectiOll
15.2 of the CUNY By· Laws clearly states
regulatory policy for what is termed
"student publications," Sectioll 15.1
Conduct Standard Defined reaffirms the
right of freedom of the press. speech. etc.
The articles read as follows:
A ,.,ieleXY-'studett"
Sectiott 15.1 CONDUCT STANDARD
DEFINED: (excerprl
Thi. regui.tory power i. lim ited by
'he riRh, of .tudett'. IQ Ihe frHdom. of
IlIJeecll, p re.., ...embly .ttd petitiott ~II
.pplied 10 olhe,.. in the' .c.tdemlc
commuttity.ttd to 'he ci,i,ettlllIetterally.
Section 15.2
Any l)enon or organlUltioll..arnlialed
~ith the college may me charlCes ..·ith
the Office of the Dun of Students
aUeging tha t a IItudent ,mblic8tion h ..
systematically att.cked the religion,
race. eth nic ori8in or &eX of a particular
gro u p. or has otherwise contr....ened the
laws o r the Cily, Slate or Na tion, or any
by law or re&Ol ul lon o r the Doard, or any
,",licy, reg ulation or order of the
college, wi th in a reasonable period o r
time afler such occurrence. If the Dean
of St ude nts determinel, after making
IIvch in(lui ries III he/she may deem
Ilppropri.teJ th.t the charges are sub_
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::::
:;:: offvery lightly. Agron is certainly an example of the oppression that goes hand in hand with
~:: the jud icial and penal systems or OUt country. There is little question as to whether or not
::;:
:::: Salvador Agton has been "rehabilitiatcd." But it would seem that the purpose of keeping
:;::
::;: him imprisoned is not to "rehabilitate," but to keep him in prison at a cost of 514,000 a

: : AND PEN LETTER TO
!l~ PRESIDENT SHENKER ·i~: ~:a~~~:~:5~!fiF£~:~~:Eii~e~~~;t~:~f~~~hF~~~!!~

than 5 ycars? Five years IS enough to "rehabilitate" anyone.
f.ij~
Agron has accumu lated his high school equivalency diploma, his regents diploma and is
.••. now in the collegc program in Greenhaven with JO accumulated credits in the Dutchess

:.:.

:::
:~

De.r President Shenker.

August 25,1975'

~~::I~?hJ;I=~.aT~~;~:o~ei~ ~~:~r:~~~n~:~:ns~~~~;~~~a~

Civil Service permanent College Office and Secretarial Assistants are in a peculiar as a member of the hu man fami ly.
position. We have taken and passed either the first, second or third (A, D, or C) Civil Service
Agron needs our support, our strength. our helping hand. An appeal for clemency is DOt a
exams. However, most of us are st ill in the jobs 10 which we were originally aSsigned when we certain event; it takes a concerted effort on the part of concerned citIzens. You r letters, thea ,

~~C;:ow~~~t:~ ~:r~:~~inii~St~::!~':s:)~ ~c: j~~! ::~V~t~v~·~:~f~:n~~ ~:~~~ ~~~ ::a:':t:unrt ~~!~this effort. ~ governor will not move .\lntil we as a people make

Requests for transfers have in most instances been passed over. Job openings or promotions
Governments are instituted to serve the peoplc--all the people. Your voice must be heard
are usually filled before they are posted by the Personnel Dept., so the bulletin board listings in support of c1emellcy for SaJvador Agron.
·
'
Please send your letters to:
are a farce. Although interviews are held for so-called openings, these are most often held
Clemency Board
after the faci. In other words, interviews are merely formalities. .
Office of the Governor
Meanwhile, many secretarial positions in the college are filled with "provisionals." These
are employees who have either taken the first level "A" eum and fai led: some who have
State Capitol
taken exam as many as three times; or who have never taken the enm : or who have taken
Albany, New York
the eum, passed, and have not been oftkially appointed yet.
Hon. Hugh Carey
During the present Budget Crisis, mos.t Civil Service secretaries are being lold they must
Governor, New York State
double or triple thei r workloads, because of the dmise of "hourlies," or temporary emState Capitol
ployees after September 1st. For instance, a secretary may carty the secretarial·clerical
Albany, New York
workload of an entire department without any full or part-time assistance; this includes
Please send a copy of your letter to the sponsors of this appeal: The Concerned Boricua
working for the chairperson or coordinator, and In addition, working with the eniire staff
Committee,
Box 721 Peter Cooper STation, New York 10003, {fyou can, send your letters by
handling phones, receptionist duties, etc.
Other Civil Service secretaries are being transferred, or put into a (rumored) secretarial Certifi¢ Mail. They will have greater impact.
"pool." Despite inquiries to stafT. no one has been able 10 come up with an answer as 10 how

Ih:e:~:a::~~~ereisu~rtainty,anduneasinessamOngCiVilserviceemployees.

One must
eilher work in the area assigned, (with increased work.loads), or have the "choice" of
working in the :'~I" this. d~pite Civil S~rvice. sta!us, ~xam standing, or ~niority.
Secretaries questlomng these actions or elpressmg dlSsatlsfactlOn have been told they hUll
no choice.

WHAT-IS
COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION
FOR

M.anwh;',.p"";';ona',;nth,roll,...... ,mp'oyod;n",,,;tio",whkh,ho,'drightfully EXTENDED DAY STUDENTS?

have been held by Civil Service people, In concept, they (provisionals) seem to have had more
sec:urity and job satisfaction than Civil Service empl~ who have struggled through and
passed inane Civil Service exams-paid their union dues-and suffered through the
bureaucracy involved therein. Provisionals without Civil Service status do not normally
be10ng to the union (incidentally, our dues are to be increased shortly to almost $10 per
month), or enjoy the benefits union members have paid for. In addition, and most im.
portant, they (provisionals) were not asked to shift to other positions, and it would seem they
continued to enjoy prime spots. The college would prefer not to get into hassles with
supervisors who are satisfied with the status quo.
. .-. ..•..
..
Where does this leave the loyal Civil Servant? Increased workloads; salary sacrificesj
-au~e!;iiiri--::C' h<'p<!- for the fut,y re. The.B'lard of Higher Ed has upheld our con·
tracted July I, 1975 increase despite the fact other City agencies nave already received it.
The Personnel Dept., and the laGuardia adm inistration have neglected to inform us, of·
ficially, of our work status, and our Union local and representatives seem to have ignored
the situation completly.
Because of our Civil Service status, we feel WE should receive the choice of positic)Os
formerly held by provisionais. Why must we abide by rules set forth by the Board of Higher
Ed, the union, and the college. while the laGuardia administration uses arbitrary methods
in dealing with its Civil Servants?
It ia very depresaing for ua 10 work in such an atmosphere. Our incentives for work
have been taken away. There is no goal to work toward. Taking eums, doing your bcstIhese count for nothing. I guess one can have the attitudc--"at least I have a job, and I'm
collecting a salary, and, passing exams makes for salary increases." But surely there must be
something more 10 a work day than just being there-getting a salary-taking up space.
The Board of Higher Ed and the LaGuardia administration have taken whatever dignity
we might have enjoyed as Civil Servants in the college. We are being shunted around like
numbers. Middle College at udcnt& are treated in a more adul t fash ion than we are, and
some of us are grandmotherslh there someone who will ate p forth and come 10 our
defense!'
This letter is a composite of the thoughts of the College Office and Secretarial Assistants
lit LaGuardia. We hesitate to append our names, for obvious reasons.

By Randall R uppart
CoopEd.
Many of you may have wondered just that... and some of you have actually dropped by the
Cooperative Education area in the Satellite building to inquire. Let's see if we can come up
with an answer.
Co-op Ed for Extended Day students focu~ specificaJly on the adults by giving seminars
that address the areas of "career and vocational guidance" and "understanding the in·
fluence of the college on outside life experience." Cooperadve EduClidon (or the Ex·
tended Day sludent appUes 10 one's Ufe aUuadona. It is optional, and not required, if a
student entered the College through the Extended Day or the Vetera9s' Adapter program.
Therefore, it's more of an educationaJ venture than a work/study plan.
Students are not required to "go out" or to change their present work. Instead, the
learning objectives are fulft.11ed by utilizing present work or life esperiences. Also, because
the objectives are broad, one need not presently be working in an area related to one's
major. In fact, one of the primary benefits of Co-op Ed is that one can discover just how
realistic present or future career plans really are, and be helped to make a career switch, if
that's appropriate.
Besides work and careers, Co-op helps a student examine just how much LaGuardia
makes an impact on a person's life. How does your course work affect the decisions you
make, or the relationships you have with people? Also, how does a person learn aspec15 of
classroom subjcct matter in the broader contexts of life experience? The Co-op program for
adults seeks to help students develop answers to these and many related questions.
FinaJly, Co-op can help students evaluate their previous life experience in terms of how
that infl uences their future. Such an evaluation can relate to, and concer careers, cour·
sework, or personal priorities. In some cases, students write a brief essay demonstrating
specific learning accomplishments, and may earn three credits of exemption. Often. il'a
hel pful to ayatemadealty as&&a the pasl before planning for the future.
Since this program is optional, the stude nt must make hislher innerest known. Students
who want further information should contact the Cooperative Education Division in SB-63,
SB-6S, or SB-59.

r-------------.,
. $33,500,000
I

I

THE CLEMENCY APPEAL
OF SALUADOR AGRON
Salvador Agron, #16486, is presently an inmate of Greenhaven Correctional Facility. He
has been in prison since the age of 16, a sentence which began in 19S9. This year-1975during the month of May, SaJvador Agron will be submitting to Governor Hugh Carey a
petition for executive clemency.
Getting involved in this move for justice and mercy is a worthwhile cause: a concrete
struggle for the freedom of a Alan who went to prison-and then death row-when he was
only a youth of 16. There were several other young men involved in the same crime. yet
Agron is the only one still in prison. The others, having served their time, or having been
granted parole. have been released into the free culture. Dona Felisa Rincon de Gautier,
who was Mayor of San Juan, Puerto Rico during the Agron case, put it this way: "They are
children, children, children," she explained of Agron and the other boys who were involved
in the crime. Today, Agron is an intelligent man of 32 years of age. He began his prison
years as an illiterate boy, but today he is in a college program. This is a man who is com·
pletely aware of his past.
We can take an irresponsible child and punish him with Ihe electric chair, or with life
imprisonment: but when responsible people in our society commit crimes against the very
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369 Allen A'Ienue, Portland, Maine 04103
I am enclOSing $12.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
(Check or money order _ no cash, please.)
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CUNY HARD HIT BY 87 MILLION BUDGET CUT

July 29. 1975
The City University is absorbing cri ppling
reductions in its operating budget for the
CUlTCnt fiscal year. Our budget is 187
million less than that required to meet the
needs of our educational programs. These
reductions are causing the follffi'ing actions:
drastic increases in class size, substantial
reductions in undergraduate progTams.
elimination of 40% of master's programs,
increases in faculty teaching loads,
elimination of essential adm inistrative and
academic support staff. plus a series of other
actions, including a 60"1. increase in student
tuition and fees amounting to SJO million.
The Municipal Assistance Corporation
has. at the eleventh hour, now suggested
that the Mayor impose tuition at the City
University. This would be in addition to the
182 million already collected through the
imposition of fees and graduate tuition.
The Mayor has indicated that he does not
have the legal power to establish tuition. He
has mentioned an additional SJ2 million
budget cut from the City University to'used
as a lever to impose tuition. The Board of
Higher Education at its July 28th public
meeting reaffirmed the principle of free
tuition, a principle which has supported for
128 years by all predecessor Board of Higher
Education . The student and faculty
organizations. the Profession a l Staff
Congress. the City College Alumni
Association, and the Univenity Student
Senate reaffirm this position, The Council of

PTesidents states its commitment to the
principle of free tuition.
The Council of Presidents, representing
the 20 constituent units of the City
University. is opposed to the budget cuts
that have already taken place. We must
state for all to know that the 187 million
budget cuts seriously threaten the integrity
and viability of this university. They are
hampering our ability to deal with the
student population that comes to us from
the City or New York.

We furth er state that any additional
budget cuts woukl make this university
unable to offer quality educational services
to our students. Potentially more drastic
than the reduction of quality ..... ould be the
necessity to terminate the educational
programs involving thousands of students.
In the event that any further cuts are imposed on this university, this Council
respectfull y inform s the ap propriate
au thorities that it would be necessary for us
to recommmend discontinuation o f

educational activities until such time as the
faculty, students, administration, and Board
could reexamine and reassess the university's mission.
The byla .....s of our Board state: "The
presidents shall have the affirmative
responsibility of conse.rving and enhancing
the educational standards and general
academic excellence of the colleges under
their jurisdiction." Further cutbacks would
make it impossible to fulfill our n:sponsibilities under this bylaw.

(tnttr For Afro-Amtritan Studits
Middletown, Conn.-U.P.)-The establishment of a Center for Afro.American Studies
at Wesleyan represents a reaffirmation of
the University's continuing commitment 10
a black presence on the Wesleya n campus
and Ihe creation of a structure as Ihe focus
for that presence.
The new "CAAS." which will begin
operations this fall. replaces the AfricanAmerican Institute crealed heff in 1969.
Associate Professor of Religion Jerome H.
long, who chaired the planning committee
which proposed establishment of the CAAS
after a year.long study, said the new
cuniculum will emphasize the black
American experience and will be built

around four yearly "core" courses dealing
with the Afro-American perspective in the
arts, philosophy and religion. the behavioral
sciences, and social studies.
The four core courses ..... ill be taught by
teams of faculty and will be cross·listed in
other departments in order to maintain an
integral relationship with other academic
disciplines. In addition, the CAAS will
establish a visiting scholars program and
ofTer a number of advanced courses in
conjunction with departments each year.
The new CAAS will sponsor non·
academic components of cult utaI programs,

The mandate to the planning committee
from President Colin G. Campbell called ror
"establishment or a structure which would
ha ve undisputed academic legitimacy,
including an integral relationship with
nngoing departments and programs (while
maintaining its essential identity) and which
wou ld take Into consideration the need fOf'
appropriate responses to non-academic
. needs."
com munity involvement. and academic
support services. The AAI has been active in
a tu torial program ror Middletown children
and an undergraduate summer program in
Tanzania.

Admissions Dean Sees Decrease In Aptitude
Palo Alto: Ca lif.-(I.P.}-Competiti~n f~r coming to Stanford-to a.ny college, really-- though apprehensive about, challenaes. We
While some believe there are advantages
top academtc: talenl may greatly Intensify In do not know how to wnte very well. They ought to capitalize on that."
in the resulling "residential nomadism,"
. the future. Admissions Dean. Fred have not had to do so in high school, for the
Stanford shoull! try to strengthen its this has its parallel in the curricular area.
Hargadon has reported to t~e Committee on most part. They apparently do not have to opportunities for "common discourse" Since there is no required course or 'sct of
Reform and Renewa.1 or Liberal ~ucation do so to go through even the best colleges. among students on intellectual matters. courses which all students have to take.
at Stanford . Newly clreulated na.tlonal data i'o~ .'he m~t part. Criticism of students' Hargadon sugaested. While all fresh men are there is " little by way of a common in.
show that th~ number of ~Igh school wntlng.abillty comes from coUeae faculties required 10 live on campus. continuity in tenect.ual experience whic.h enabJer; students
graduates sconng 6CX) or more In the verbal everywhere, admissions offers readily residence is not possible for most students to think. talk, discuss, and argue across the
after Ihat.
University."
Scttolutic Aptitude tests dropped hom concur."

11·~;oo~~~a~::;r!:,a~~.!r:~ CO!':"r!:!'~n~~I::O::'~ryf~h:l!

enrolls quite an able student body. 11le:se
students come. ror the most part, from the
top 2 or 3% of secondary school graduates
each year. " But even among so narrow a
band ofstuden ts." Dean Hargadon reports,
"t here is considerable diversity of
background in academic preparation and
experience. Some have had as many as five
advance placement courses in high school;
some have never even heard of such courses.

across the country. But the number of fint rau: schools is "if anything, declining."
Hargadon told the committee. " In many
are8$, particularly big cities, the schools
aresimply going from mediocre to poor."
" If we are to continue attracting able
students from across the country, our
undergraduate program must be a rigorous
one," he notes. "I do not see rigorousness
and innovation as necessarily antithetical:

good as honors theses in many colleges:
others have never really had to write a term
paper at all. In general, however. students

important. Students come in with a great
d:al of enthusiasm---or at least most do.
They are eager. They are looking ror, even

se~~~~~ h~;eSC~:t!~ic~e:'! ~:~~it :: ~ d~~h!"! ri~:e;:r~~~~h~g~~;
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[Jerry Nelson
a popular Jisc jockey foom w.xc0, has been
nameJ

Hike-'13ike Jor the benefit oj

SYSTEMS OF MAN SURVEY
The followin8 are the results of a sample survey taken during the Summer Quarter '7S.
The survey was conducted by Professor Randall Ruppart to try to determine, with some
accuracy, if a textbook formerly used a LaG Syelems of Man is racially and ethnically
offensive subsequent toa story previously published in the Flute during the FaUand Winter
quarters of 1974.
Total in Sample: 22
Question: Did you find evidence to support the allegations in Fiorello'! Flute that the
tenbook was radel' by omillion!
Ans~-er: Out of a total number of 14 students voting, 2 claimed they could not find
racism; 2 claimed the book was both racist and sexist; 8 students did not al\Sl\-er.
Question: Was the text...
NO
YES
aJ Helpful?
19
0
bJlnteresting?
13
4
d Boring?
6
10
d)Toodetailed!
4
13
e) Other. specify·
·One student claimed the book was "too technical." One student claimed the book was
"easy to understand." One student claimed the boot was "right to the point."
Question: Would you use this lexl again?
YES-12, NO-5. NO ANSWER-S
The folliwing is other miscellaneous information gathen:d from the survey.
Two students fel t the book " Served its intended purpose."
One student said it was "very concise."
One student said it was " informative and interesting."
Other individual students in turn claimed it to be "dull. uninteresting, too hard to read .
down to earth, good glossary and confusing at times."
Editor', Note: The 22 ' Iudente ueed in the elln'ey are hardly a croea-eectlon 01 the 45000 ' Iud~'nlll al I..aGulU'dia Community College. and. therefore. makes no oonclusive ,I!'!"rminlltlun eonce:rnlrlB' the elReKy 01 the n lrvey. It may. in faet. poinl
oul. a. I have PUUlM:ii o ut to ProfeslllOr Ruppart, lhat DOl only i. it quealionable aha.
the . tudenle may nOi be able 10 determiDe nd • .., by _ min ion, bul. Profe8llor
Rupparl hae admitted that he may be , bn.U.n:y ~nml in lhal r-eaard..

"Horwrary Chairman" oj the 1975
mentally retarJeJ citizens.

The Hike-Bike is being conducted by the National Association for Retarded
Citizens with the cooperation of the Bureau for Children With Retarded

~O~!~evreIJ0f.n;~~~(R~tn~:'~:C~t::::;t2~i ~~~~~o~;ai~ :a~yh:~~e:

~

throughout the city. Proceeds from this event will enable mentally retarded
you ngsters from this com munity to participate in the New York Special
Olympics.
The Hike-Bike Campaign calls on vol unteers to hike or bike for me ntally
retarded citizens over a measured course. Partkipa nts enlist sponsors who
pledge so much money for each mile walk~ or ridden by .the partkipant.
"Hike-Bikes have been very successfu l in other parts of the country," Terry
statoo, "and have raised thousands of dollars ror the mentally retarded. I know
we can cou nt on the good people of our community to make the campaign here
an outstanding success!"

InteresteJ peOple (either hikers anJ bikers,
sponsors, or anyone who woulJ like to help)
are urgeJ to contad the Hike-'13ike CoorJinato
in their school or Call the National Jlssociation
'For :RetarJeJ Citizens at 212 - 689-9290

'-811.• ·., , . ','
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Satellite Bldg. Carpe

A tour of the Satellite Building presents .
men and t'reshwomen (freshpeople?), As 10
madc , Why'! Thc carpeting in the buildir
snacks, sodas and cigarette bu~ts, You can ~
is making a move to do anything about it
cleaner; they don't havc the rancid, stale od
There ha~' c becn complaints of the foul
thought it was the ventilation system, Hm
have to sttx:k a llCW item which may very we
While heing l'hcated out of a good edu
holding their noscs with one hand and tight
a garbagc l'an to light on, thc carpeting con
With a little ILH:k and a lot of initiative: IT
induce the "w\lrk-hy-special-request" mai
peting ,

AO-ftEU:O · SFlUTe ~ •• '.

' •• '. ••••••'..

Flies, Filth, Rancid

surprises, especially to the incoming freshyou don't look down, you've almost got it
impregnated with years of spilled lunches,
it. Now with the Budget Cut excuse, no one
many areas of the building, the toilets are
the flies.
ing air in the building, and some people
Further neglect and the bookstore will
e mandatory at LaG-gas masks.
new freshmen will be walking the halls
ies with the other':"""flies that no longer need
unlimited victuals.
someone in the hierarchy of the school will
crew to do something about the carI

.
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ASIAN ODYSSEY
-PART 1-

while comic books. available to school
ch ildren. openly'discuss sexuality and bare·
breasted women, often do station breaks on

FAitor', Note: Don Fase began his

t~~;!:I:n~ ~fide"~~~7~~~,e J:~:n~h~~y
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by LAWRENCE E . DAVIS

~~r~1 f~,~d Ah~~:(;'~~~~~s n=:c;ir~~~8s go::~:e=~~~oJ~~t~=al[~~~ v:~

Rollerball is a game set up by the bIg corporatIons I would say It has been a disc jockey, pioneering few mixed communal bathing facilities
servea the same purpose as base~all, ,football, h?Ck.ey, and roller derby rock radio on WBF~. Today, ~e ill. the during the Occupation, one can still go to
~oes t?day. That IS, to keep people s mmds from fmdmg out what the hell director or the B " e"u~l Liberation
any of thousands of neighborhood bath-

d:s~~~!d ~~ t~:~tts!~:rl.·I/a~n:~~a:gr~~;i~r:~~ss~:na~~e3tv~~aa~: ?ut~t:: !~~h~I~:::oo~~=li!r.ok:I~·~e

~:n (t~ho:g!o:: tr~ ~~n !~~r), i':-i:~e

His individuality did not comply with Energy's program; Energy is ·one Sensuoull Orient."
of the six corporations that run the world. The corporations would like

Japan~ sensuality, a sense of the im:

th~ll~:::.rj:~~~~t!fti;h!~~:i;,:,e d~~~: t: :e~!~~:~n:o~:~ry

~~e~Ii~C:th:~d y:mw~~i~~ I~~~hs~~:;

portance of rein at ion.

Do~

meditation,

by
Fa"
get hurt, and see some of that "blue blood" swimming around on the
TOKYO, Japan (GNS) _
In the time :tslde t~e t~b, then s:t Into~he ~ub wl.th h
lik~e~d~~~y:e:~;~e~':r aB~f.~en rewards for complementary behavior since the end of America's disastrous in. ::~:~ re~at~:e~~: rclaxin;nsc!k~~~~
,

Wome~ play an "IM~ORTANT"rol~in this society; .they look ~nd act ;:!:~e~:s ~te~~!~:~n~Si~: ~r::~:I:: :~e ~~$.~~e:e~~~C!~~h:!ts ~~ s:Ir:~

:~P!:s~~eP~~~~~:t~:~t~!~a~t~ef:::~g::ed ;ill~ rfo~s~Wt:!:~ ~~d;~~ ~~~~~ !i~~~:ti~ ~~g~!y;:~:~~ ~:~n ~:ttoa~~~~~k~t":~~un3 ot\:~

feelings that one might want to have, As I keep writing this review, I am
getting a feeling t h at has not been induced by any pill. That feeling is
A N G E R at the possibility we migh t be rollerballing ourselves already
and not know it,
•
The actual scenes of the game will keep you falling off the edge of you r
seat, but please wait, don't fall off an d miss the message, T H]NKllI _
M A ~B ~ the b:: corporatuliodns are ~hap~g aSl,ld chon trolling our lives to a
grea er egree an we co
ever Imagme. 0 t e next time you're at a
hockey game, boxing match or the roller derby, t ake a look at t h ose box
seats reserved for some of those big corpor ation s, and seriou sly ask
yourself why they are empty while you 're sitting in t h e forty-fifth row of
the balcony screaming HEY, K]LL 'EM! K NOCK 'EM OUTI MAKE
H I M BLEED! STOMP 'EM! H IT H I M IN THE LA BONZA! or, K I LL
THE MOTHE R FUC KER! Then ask yourself, is roller ball here
already???

[/he

'First 'Breeze oj Summer
by JAMES WH I TE

]n the hands of the Negro Ensemble Company, Leslie Lee's play "The
First Breeze of Summer" is a dramatic triumph. It is a play about
growing up and about growing old. It is a searching examination of the
imp act of the life and personhood of a grandmother on the lives of her
children and grandchildren. ]t is a modern probing of t h e Law of Moses
dictum that states that the deeds of the parents register their effects
down to the third and fourth generation of the family.
The play makes extensive and effective use of the flashback technique
to tell the story of the life of the central figure, the grandmother. She
relives what emerges as t h e central motif of her life: sincere love. She had
many lovers. But in a very real and profound sense, she had only one
commitment: a commitment to loving and being loved as the basic fabric
of h u man life. Yet the children borh from those love matches reflect in
their lives the tensions generated by the racial distinctions insinuated
into the minds of people who live in a color·struck society.
The p laywright takes his time to be sure to develop full-blown
characters. The play demands acting virtuosity of the highest order in
terms of individual performance and ensemble work; and it gets it.
Frances Foster as the grandmother, Reyno as one of the grandsons.
Moses Gunn as the son are all supremely masterful in their portrayals . I
must make special mention, in this regard, of Janet League, who plays
the grandmother as a young woman. Her performance is stunning. Her
acting has integrity and a very real. though subtle, power. She is an
actreas to be watched.
"The First Breeze of Summer, " playing at the Palace Theatre , is an
extraordinary theatrical experience.

people and excitement in this area,
thousands of miles and in many ways,
hundreds of years removed from hot dogs,
Disneyland and the ear-splitting din of the
BMT.:
to 1!e~~~'!s~ff~:~:~,S::~d:~inaUn~
totaHy captivating country of all that I've
travelled to in the Orient, Viewed from this
largest city in the world, it is evident that
much of the intrigue of Japan lies in the
incredible contradictions that can be found
in this island nation of one hundred million
mostly-affluent, educated and gentle people,
Even the most hurried tourist can feel the
striking contrasts when they experience both
tbeordnly frenzy ofa morning rush hour on
Tokyo's subways and the calm of a boat ride
on Lake Hakone at the foot of revered Mt.
Fuji, little more than an hour away,
Japan still may be considered an ex·
tremely "male·chauvinist" society, though
the latter part of the twentieth century is
bringing a revolution of humanist and
feminist values here too, Yet, there is a
dancing-singing-acting company of one
hundred women called "Takaruuka"
whkh produces the most beautiful stage
shows I have seen anywhere in the world.
Takaruuka and another similar company.
"S.F.D.," have been going for decades and
the women performen, who play all roles
(male and female alike), are admired for far
more than their beauty.
•••••
The Japanese politeness and extreme
courtesy still elists. On an attempted outing
to the Tagata Shrine, the famed Buddhist·
Shinto fertil ity temple about an hour outside
Komeki City. The bus driver, who coukln't
understand more than ten words of English,
got pennission from his supervisor, parked

age or prior educational experience. Classes
will begin in late September and early
October.
For a brochure, write the Division of
Continuing Education, laGuardia Com·
munity College. 31-10 Thomson Avenue,
Long Island City, New York 11 101, or
telephone (212) 937-9200, extension 214.
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The Hou sing Office ill

~~~ ~:in~h~~ ~i~~~:~a~.I~u~~ ~i!~;; equipped to serviCt: student, who
this kind of ell'perience many times here,
have a variety of housing nc:ed,.
contrast this to the "almost-anyth ing.goes,
We are locatl,.>d in the Human
to-get-a-seat" attitude of the Japanese
during the rush hours on any of the highly.
De"e!ol)melll Center, room SB55.
efficient, dean and modem rail or subway
telephone #937.9200 ext. <164,
lines in Tokyo or Osaka. Not only do the
passengers push and sometimes knock each
Please feel free to drop in and Rsk
other over, but in all but the hottest weather.
quetitiona.
there are special guards to stuff them intO L.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....J
far more open and honest than

•

price.

While Trader Vic's, in TokIO'S
beautifully modem New Otani Hotel· Tower,
can cost 520-SJS per person, a lMe11
Tempura restaurant down a side street can
cost only 52,SO for the same meal you'd pay
SIO·S12 for in New Yorkl Typical buiklinp
in the large cities have ten or more
restaurants, one on top of another; central
train stations may have as many as 200
inexpensive restaurants beneath, serving
everything from sushi to Japanese pancakes
or nood les and the smells that drift out of
them are an exotic delight alone,
• ••••
Japanese televison, in terms of produc·
tion, acting and color-transmission is ex·
cellent, So, too, are the commercials, at
times quite funny, at times beautifully
st:nsual. English is seldom heard, except for
an occasional tag-line like a coffee com·
mercial entirely in Japanese that concludes
with the line, "It Is-a-soooo goodl" And so it
really is.

~t!Oh~'sl ~~a:'~tt~~~~=I~tIO:~ea~~~:~~ 1""'....

NON·eRE DIT eou RS ES ~::,::::::~' ,~;~:;:~ ::'::.:::
OFF ERE D• CONT INU ING ED ~o~;:!~nOg:li~~~:i~::~;?;:~:~~:;
A free brochure is now available
describing 27 non-credit courses that will be
offered this rail at laGuardia Community
College in Long Island City, Queens,
New courses include Home Haircutting.
First AkI and Personal Safety, and an Art
Workshop for Parents a!ld Children. The
courus are open to all persons regardless of

sensuality and time -to unwind from their
highly technological society.
•• • ••
For the foreign visitor, Japan can be
expensive but it doesn't have to be, In a
~k~ !a:an~ nia::tclub'al: inst,:ce,
h:~ess~~a~ ~:ntwoOU~~le ag h:d~
dollars or more, One must realize, however,
that these clubs are seared to the unbelievably largeexpen5e accounts that many
Japanese companies give their employees.
But you can see the lavish Takarazuka Show
for 1·2,1XXl yen (53 to 56) or 4 hours ofa live
Kabuki or Samurai drama for the same

boon
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Western

• proper. Evidence of this goes back to the
earliest uamples of "Shunga" Oapanese
erotic art) and the famed school of "Ukiyoe" (floating world) painting,
But Japan's opening.up to the West, from
the time Commodore Perry sailed into
Shimoda, as well as the occupation of Japan
in this century, at the end of World War n,
have had some negative influence, at least
on the outward manifestations of the
Oriental reverence for the Erotic. Now.
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PROPOSAL FOR PROGRAM OF NSA OONGRESS MANDATE PASSED BY

28th CONGRESS OF NSA

WHEREAS, This CongfC'S has of yet not responded programatically to the crucial issues
facing all students today, but instead has resulted in disunity, division, and chaos, and radal
tension: and
WHEREAS, the basis for the unification of this CongfUs and all students of all
n.tionalitiescan only be a program whidtspeaks to the needs of all students and recognizes

tJI~~E~:~6;~,t': r:r~::Oi~~E~~~~~t

the 28th Congress of the National Student

Association adopt the following program to gift the NSA the necessary direction which
would result in the unity of all students:
I. Tuition to all colleges and universitles must immediately be frozen and steps must be
taken to roll back tuition.
EXPLANATION:
Tuition is the map barriu for studennl who wish to entu college. Colleges across the
country are increasing their tuition. The National Commission on the Financing of Post·
secondary Education reportS that foreYery 5100 increase in tuition. there is a 2.S% dlCCre~
in enrollment because students cannot afford to pay. A$ a student organization NSA must
recogfti7.e that onlyfree tuitionat all colleges a nd universities is affordable by all. Therefore.
NSA must immediately begin the fight fot a freeu in tuition and tuition rollbacks as a first
step.
In particular. NSA must rally opposition to the Michaels Bill, which would deny Federal
aid to institutions which do not ralae their tuition to a given level: and NSA must rally
support for Congressman O'Hara's bill. which would provide Fedual incentives for holding
the line on tuition or rolling it back.
II. All Colleges and universitles must adopt an open admissions policy which ensures the
inclusion ofBlaclts. Hispanks. Asian Americans. and Native Americans, and all narionaJly
oppressed people, with compensatory programs for students from po'Ierty areas. particularly
areas with unemployment rates above the nationaJ average.
EXPLANATION:
NSA muit fight for an admissions policy that will ensure the enrollment of all students.
particularly the nationally oppressed. Historically. nationally oppressed youth have been
denied acceu to higher education. Youth from poverty·ridden areas are in need of special
educational programs and monetary aid that will enable them to attend and stay in school.

t' NEE TUITION
WHEREAS, The City University of New York has embraced the principles and policies of

~~~:::~

PIro b Iem 5

III. There ,hould be no cutbacks in Federal, Iltate and loc:al aid to colleges and
un1tl'llltiefl,and, in fact, there ,howd be Increa_ in fundins to cover inOationary

Ll~!~hY Wha~.

Billy Mullen. Fay
Yablon, Charhe Brown

fight to insure that these programs are not cut out. but im that in fact, funds be increased so

. _ _"_. _.
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1 carat .. .... . . .............. $595
Buy direct from manufacturer and
SAVEl For catalog send 51 to SMA
Diamond Importers. BOil 216,
Fanwood. N.J. 07023 (indictte name
of school). Or, to 5IC'IC rings call (212)
682·3390 for location of showroom
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A College Exposure Trip To

jobt now for all youth with lOp llriorit), ror nationally

The unemployment rate for all yooth is 22"!. For Black. Hispanic. Asian American, Native
American. and nationally oppressed youth. it is 41% and higher. Students are panicularly

•
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Uawkin, Full Emplo),ment Bill
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Community Senices is a Bl:oup of
stud~ts who are here WIth the
commitment to try to help yoo ~lCIICp
yoor ~ud together. ~e are h~ tn a
combined ef!ort to as.~1St stud~ts who
may n~ Inf~ah(,nal assIStance
and 5eTVICICS wh~h are beyond ~he

Funds for higher education from city. state, and Federal govemments are constantly
decreasing while increases in operating costs continue to rise sharply. To shift the burden
from the backs of students. NSA must fight to ensure that city. state. and Federal govemments bear the burden of maintaining the qualitJ of education and meeting its C05L
IV. There sh o uld be no cutback. in fund. ro r IIpeclallltudiell program., particularl)"
~omens' studie., Black studiea, Hillpanic ttudiea. Alian ttudles., Nalh·e American
~~~N~n11~~~0"ali"e, "ocational and eontinuill8 education programs.

~,,;';'heeyU£.~ ~=Il =tt~~/~r=q.hened

#II

Maybe we can help you. Social &.

~plli.ANATlON:

~~~.i~~~~~ency

for undergraduate students. open admissions and expanded educational op-

WHEREAS. These policies have created a student population uniCJue throughout these
United StatICS in itsdiversityofethnkand cultural representation. partICUlarly for the highpercentage of minority students normallJucluded from the highueducational process,
WHEREAS. These policies are mandatory in preventing the kind of narrow insular
thoughtJ which so characterize many of our present institutions.
WHEREAS. Vk:e·PT'iCsident Nelson Rockefeller. President Gerald Ford and Treasury
Secretary William Simoo have anaeked and condemned Iheconcept offTee tuition and open
educational systems embodied in the spirit of the City University regardless of the student
economic condition.
WHEREAS, The students of the State University of New York, having recognized the
national importance of our struggle. have joined in mobilizing support to maintain and
expand these principles. •
WHEREAS. The 266.000 students of the City University have nOI only succeufuUy
resisted these onslaughts but have spearheaded the movement for a nation·wide policy of
free tuitkln. open admissions and espaoded educational opportunities:
BE IT RESOLVED: That the 28th NSA Congress support the struggle for free tuitkln
and expanded opportunities at the City University.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That as a priority of the 28th NSA Congress. the
delegatlCS direct our officers and staff to do lCVerything iD their power to facilitate the impJementations of these principles nationwide.

I... .

•

~~;::d~~t'fr:::::!i~gt:~~:a~~r!~~~s:t:~~~~~I~~~1f!:s~;~rr~~:sp:s:;:,er"~ ~&T College, Greensboro, North Carolin~
strengthened Hawkins Full Employment Bill and emergency jobs now for youth, with
special emphasis on nationally oppressed youth because of the grossly higher unemployment

~11~'Studenta IIhould be guara nlet:d

Thursday, Oct. 16 - Sunday, Oct. "

full paldcipation in the bodies nnd dec;ition,
which aUec;t Maher education.
EXPLANATION:
Many times decisions are made and enacted that have had no student input. Having
students on all bodies that maltedecisions and fonn policies on higher education would lead
to an advancement of decisions and policies that are in the interests of all studentJ.
NSA must fight f~ national, state, local. and campus Jegislation that ensures the full
participation of stude.nts.
VII. NSA mUllI organil.e:
I. a nlarch on the White lIoule at 12 noon on Friday, In which all delegatea and
obllenel'll to the 28th Congrna will participate, demandlD& that the Consreaa
ol'erride Preeident Ford', "etoof '7.4bUlion In Federal aid to hi,heredueatJon.
2. in conjunction wilh NSL and loc:al atudent govern menll, a natio nal moratorium
and a m a .. lobby on September 9, in Wa,hinlJlon and local ConlJl'ellslonai a nd
Senatoriai DlttrictlllO override the Ford veto or '7.4 billion in Federal aid to higher
education.
p~a:~sa natioDai demon,tratJon, wit h in Ihe next year, in I Upport or thit entire

Aeti"ities "elude:
1. college recepti,!, ..., tour
2- heiwecollling football 51111.
3. dance

Cost Per PersOIl Only $35.00

EXPLANATION:
Organized. mass action is the best weapon to attain victory. This Congress can demon
strate its unification and commitment to fighting in the interests of 111 students by ex
pressing its concern in the form of a public march in front of the White House for two hours.
beginning at 12 noon on Friday. The CSC should5lCCllre the properpennits.
Congress will vote on whether or not to override the Ford veto on September 9. Mass
lobbies at home Congressional offlClCS as well as in the U.S. CongfUs in Washington. with
rallies. would unify students and strengthen support for overriding the veto.
These actions should be followed by a national demonstration which would heighten the

~;~f.8~So! a~~~~d:s,:!I~5~a:e ~~:lt:r:e~ait~t:~I~~d

cooperate fuJIy with NSL and
aU yout h and ttudent organb.ationt to build su p port for Implementlll8 thlll program.

EXJ'"':,N:;~~;"., ""n".' ,. au, "",,,I..

Priee "eludes:

trnportation, food. housing.
football gllII., ..., _ . tickets.
~.

jlJUS

will leave La Guardia College Oct. 16, 8 P.M

I~ROI~E D

ClTY-WiDE STUDENT DEMANDS
I. No increases in tuition or rICeS: roll-back on all fee increases.
2. Maintenance of Open Admissions thlt ensures the indusion of all minorities with
compensatory programs for students from poveny Ilreas.
3. No cuts to SEEK and College Discovery Programs.
4. Reinstatement of all adjuncts. campus employees. student aides and counselors that were
lerminated as a result or the budget cuts.
5. Presel'\'alion of all Ethnic and Women's Studies Programs.
DEMONSTRATION TO SAVE CUNY-SEPTEMBER 18, 1975--GOVERNOR
CAREY'S NEW YORK OFFICE-J350 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK
N.Y.

for inforlllation ..., tickets see Fred McKeithan or
Greg Canty in SB. SS, or __ 119 see
Comi. (tues., thurs., in S.B. SS)
L - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J

to develop gradmg practtcCS wbich illustrate
dl~~nces 111 s.tudent achIeVement. .Pt-ovost
:~I:am f,:'iIIer wa~ed that. failure to
diff!:'e~C: in I~~di~~:!~~rfu~:ncerev:~:

A O RELLO'S R.UTE
absolute values as they see these rdlected in
different students and classes, Pro( Herbert
Lindenberger, English, suggested that this
freedom may have changed, particularly for
nontenured faculty, whose promotions may
be partially dependent on student
evaluations,
The Faculty Senate rejected last spring a
mot,," by P<or. "'" Fri",.. lhal, l.w, Ih"
"drop" deadlines be reinstituted. This had
the effect of maintaining the current
I
"record of achievement" 011 transcripts.
Adjunct Pro( Marion Smith, neurology,
strongly defended the current system, noting
scores m graduate admISSIOns
that several students said having a chance to
ASSOCIate Prof. David Kennedy. hIStOry, ~:~~/n~:~:~~a~h:!v::t;,~~sf~ilhout
said restorahon of a grad1llg "curve" mIght
Allowing a student to drop a ::Ourse
be helpful. as a general guideline. Prof. simply by not taking the final nam permits
Ernest Chilton. mechanical engineering, enrollment by those "ho would not be
~,~r:~I~, oP~ th~torati:t..of .a ~ad.ing allowed to simply audit by their instructors.

lead to greater

pede the
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COII ege Fac UIty Exam I,nes
' P
Gra dIng ractlces
Palo Alto, CaM.(I P ~Several Stanford

facul~ memben have emphasiud the need

~liance on standardized test

Octob.14, 1975
be tound to encourage students who don't
take finals to notify professors when they
intend to drop their course,
ASSOC1ate Pro( Hans C. Anderson,
chemistry, saKi his colleagues suspected
some students may enroll in as many as
three lab sections of the same coune,
dropping two after they find where they can
urn Ih' high"l g"""
,,,.lty
members elpressed conetTn at the potential
waste of academic resources such overregistration could involve.

"'"aJ

Registrar Sally Mahoney noted that about
10% of those enrolled after seven weeks do

:t::'o~P~~=~.~ ~~:~o~~;h~:i:~

around" period of two weeks or so. She said
her Impte5Slon is that gradIng practICeS here
may have already shifted follOWIng el'
tenslve publicity and cam~s discussion of

~:gm o}Sp;:~~sson~;~O;:a~el~~ ~n~~~~p;~edte:~~es~e l~::nsl~~~ ~:o~e~~as:~eg d;~~~;::ts,!e:s i~~;e:!~~
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PSYCHOLOGIST SAYS OPEN ENROLLMENT
THREATENS HIGHER ED. IMAGE
Berkeley. Calif.-O.PJ-The relatively
quiet influx of large numbers of students
with poor academic records into open..(loor
colleges threatens the image of higher
education mo~ tJ:ten affirmative action or
civil rights. according to K. Patricia Cross of
the UC Center for REsearch and
Development in Education.
The Berkeley psychologist believes that
"the egalitarian thrust of the past 20 years
has brought such a range of diversity into
our colleges that it has literally broken the
back of an old educational system that gave
its graduates prestige by the mere el'
elusiveness of the college degree. The
challenge now is to make eduation mo~
meaningful and responsive to the in·
dividualistic needs of allllarners. Now that
we have achieved education for all. let us
seek. it for each." she saKi.
The opening of college doon across the
country has resulted in "more creative
ferment in the co~ of education than any of
s -have aeq-5een-...in- our professional
lifetinles." she declared. Thissugge5ts that a
"melting pot" approach to higher education
may be abandoned. she added. Colleges
which once used ~medjal programs to
"melt" the lumps in the freshman year have

now tried broader reforms. recognizing that
"some lumps can be melted by higher
temperatures and some by longer cooking."
But the future may see the effort to
smooth out the "lumps" abandoned in favor
of an educational "salad bowl," whe~ the
differences in texture and flavor are dear
but they work together to enhance and
complement one another," she suggested.
"Weare just starting our experiment with
truly pluralistic educational outcomes.
Equality and individual differences can
coexist compatibly. Learners can enter
college with differences, can proceed
through college in varied wa}'5, and can elit
from college with different competencies."
While the Carnegie Commission referred
to the post-World War II period as a
"Golden Age" of higher education. this
period was "mo~ akin to the IUrbulence of
adolescence," she suggested. "The decade
of the 705 ... (is) mo~ likely to be the seekinfl
years in which we.f!c-.:.>::..;;.rv:..icms or our
own identity.
"In the merilOcratic era of the post·war
years, we had. or quite universally aspired
to. an identity of academic excellence. As
long as the demand exceeded the supply and
the egalitarian conscience of the public lay

dorman4 we could select students tbat
would enhance and st~ngthen our image.
"Our identification with academic el'
cellence was more the result of the selection
work of the admissions office than the
instructional work of the teaching faculty.
The lesson we learned during the
meritocracy was that if you start with the
qualities that you wish to graduate, you will
end with those same qualities if you don't do
anything to destroy them.
"When educat!on moved from an em·
phasis on selection to an emphasis on
teaching and learning, it moved to changing
the educati~nal process itself with respect
for the quality of the undergraduate elass.
"The embarrassing presence of so-called
non·learners in college-highlighted the
ineffectiveness of most classroom in·
struction .. Accep~ance of individual dif·
fere{lces III learmng rales promoted such
innovations as flexible scheduling, self·
pa«d modules, and mastery learning.
~ifferen~ in learning styles I~ to ~he
IntroductIOn of computer-assIsted In·
struction, peer tutors and faculty mentors.
and experimentation with a wide variety of
learning media."

a~ ~ing

awarded.

Lee Rosenbaum. speaker of the Student

Senate, said that "a lot of professors are
giving more C's," often leading to greater
inconsistency in grading practices. He
added: "Some have taken vigilante action.
trying to
ring down grade inflation
singlehandedly." Associate Prof. John
Barton, law, noted some instances where
students have asked professors 10 drop them
from their course after finals rather than
have a "C" o.n their transcript.
Rosenbaum said: "It's not true students
are some sort of evil demons trying to w~ak
havoc with the system. Stanford grades are a
~ward for excellence. not punishment for
failure. Students here are responsible
enough to know that if they drop out at the
end they have failed. They admit that to
themselves. not the whole world.
Rosenbaum said he was "overjoyed" at
the suggestion of an "honors-pass-no
credit" s}'5tem by Prof. 'William Clebsch, •
chairman of religimus studies. Kennedy
pointed out that while this could pro\'e a
"boQn to a few students." it could leave the
transcripts of many quite ··barren."
Anne Carter. a designated student
~presentalive, suggested that the University
"sould inform others of (our) deflated
system." lest students be penalized in
applying to graduate and professional
schools elsewhere.

P robe R easons For Black Student Drop-Outs
services at the University of Michigan.
Ann Arbor. Mich.'(I.P.)-Many black
When our c~lleges and u',liv,ersities
students in good academic standing still
drop out of predominatly .....hite colleg6 and :f=~~~r:~~~h~~rn a~~~~n;:li!:: ~;s~e~~~~~
universities because of connicts and copin$ tec:hn~ques--such as a~gressive
problems which could be resolved with behaVior .or wlth~rawal from ~nl1lct-and
g~ater institutional awareness. reports devo~e.thelrene~gles mor~ effect1vel~ toward
Henry Johnson. vice presidcnt for student acquirIng the kmds of skills that Will make

UNIVERSITY PRES. PROPOSES
SUBSmUTE TO RISING TUITION,
INADEQUATE STATE HELP
East Lansing, Mich•..(I.P.)-PresKient
Clifton R. Wharton, Jr., of Michigan State
University has proposed enactment of a
"citizens" bill of educational entitlement as
the alternative to ever inereasing tuition and
;nadquate state appropriations.
Dr. Wharton emphasized that a citizen's
bill of educational entitlement must be
accompanaJ by a program of institutional
grants to assure that students will continue
to receive a balan«d and high quality
education. He suggested that the proposed
federal legislation might include:
Every high school graduate would be
eligible for a specific federal dollar en·
titlement per year up to a maximum of four
years of full· time study within a IO-year
period following graduation.
After the initial JO-year period. the in-

greater variation in tuition charges mo~
accurately reflective of true curricular costs.

student-most often to serve in a p~ventive
role., before problems become critical.

them effective and contributing citizens.
2. Some kind of in-service training may be
. Despite numerous instances of
achievement and success." Johnson ob. n~~ . for faculty members to help
famIliarize them with the needs, aspirations.
serves, "colleges and universities have found
thaI between admission and graduation. and abilities of the black student.s they
teach. In may institutions, black students
perceive white faculty members as being the
least sympathetic 10 their sense of alienation
white universities. At Michigan. as in the white institution.

~~'o;O:,~;::~:: :~~.';"~~~:I:I;~,~~;ga~
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good

"When we ask them why. the students
frequently mention, among other things,
uncertainty about the ~Ievance of their
courses to careers, feelings of social
alientation. and alienation from faculty.
dividual would acquire additional Although counseling is available. many do
educational entitlement benefits for every not take advantage of it."
year he or she paid federal income tax or
met the requirements for federal negative
A final means of .coping, aggressive
income tax assistance.
behavior manifested toward people or
property tends to leave students
Dr. Wharton cautioned that any federal "emotionally elhausted, with little energy
bill of educational entitlement would in· for intellectual achievement." he adds.
crease the pressures of "educational cor;· Johnson offers thes~ suggeuions for
sumerism.·· He predicted that increase'SOlving such problems:
educational consumerism would lead to
greater variation in tuition charges more
I. White institutions should encourage
accurately ~flective of true curricular costs.
Because the current pattern of fees and black students to think through and
tuitions al most universities and colleges establish priorities. The institution and the
students
must then agree on these goals and
does not take full account of the variation in
costs of different courses of study. Dr. the proper methods of achieving them.
Wharton predicted that increased Black counselors who are knowledtleable
educational consumerism would lead to both in academic affain and interpersonal
perspectives must be available to the black

. J. It is es.sential that the university see
Itself as a microcosmic community with all
of the prblems; the aches and pains of
political strife and ideological con·
fronlation. The white institution must be
patient. It must realize that a good many
b~ack st~dents will be suspicious-that they

:::!::!~: "!~~~::hi!~~n~~~~il!t~a;eti~:
answer to all their problems.

.
Other forms of avoidance, Johnson
continues. include resorting to self·
destructive behavior ranging from use of
drugs and suicide attempts to giving up
through demoralization and defeat.
He conclud6: "When our institutions
demonstrate this awareness, our black
stude~ts can begin to give up certain coping
lechn~ques and devote ~h~ir energi~ more
effectively toward acqulrmg the kmds of
skills that will make them effective and
contributing citizens."
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NYQUIST
URGES
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open to 011 college ond university students desiring to hove their poetry
onthologited. CASH PRIZES will go to the top three poems:

f

AWARDS of free publication for ALL occepted manuscripts in our papular,
handsomely bound and copyrighted anthology , AMERICAN COLLEGIATE
POETS.

Eward B. Nyquilt recently stroogly ,f
I'tICOmmmded that all students a"ending
City University of New York should be l
"m"", ,,;tio' ,If<ct;n ,,"th th, 'P"'.
1976 semester. His proposal was contained
in a letter to Alfred A. Giardino, chairmao
of the City's BoanI of Higher Education.
Nyquist points out in his letter that un!ess
the University's income is bolstered by
charging tuition, budeetary reductions
imposed by City offICials could threaten the f
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t Any student is eligible to submit his verse.
2: All entries must be original and unpublished.

t
~

3. All entries must be typed, double.spoced, on one side of the page only .
Each poem must be on a separate sheet and must bear, in the upper left.
hand corner, the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of the student, as well as

I'

the COLLEGE ADDRESS.
three and sixteen lines. Each poem must have 0 separote title. (First
line or words of poem OK , but avoid "Untitled"!)
5. The judges ' decision will be final.

t

6. Entrants should keep 0 copy of all entries as they connot be returned.
Prile winners and all authors awarded free publication will be notified
immediately after deadline . I.P. will retain first publication rights for
accepted poems.

I

!

7 . There is on initial one dollor registration fee for th e first entry and 0
fee of fifty cents for each odditionol poem. It is requested to submit no
h
f
mare t an ive poems per entrant.
8. All entries must be postmarked not loler t~on the above deadline and
fees be paid, cash, check or money order. to:
INTERNATIONAL PU SUeA TlONS
4747 Founto in A"e"ue

I

~~e of;:i~h~;s~~~:~o~of:~~:!~dta~~:

ea

4. There are no restrictions on form or theme. Length of poems between

sophomores and $BOO for juniors and}
~~~·t~i~l~~~fth.J~~!:=a~o~~~~n;~ {
ofSl050n senior college students and .$60
fee on com munity college litudenu. In
addition. it charges graduate students
tuition of 575 a credit. December 1974.
called for an austerity budget or S66J
million. This figure has already been
~;'~~~15!?~li~~:nu~v:rs~u~~fn~! ,
becnaskedtoreduceitexpenditurestoS5JS (
million-or 20 percent below the level ,
~~;~:,IIY certified as essential by the {

:;i.i,::;
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CONTEST RULES AND RESTRICTIONS:

::an;:g;!.~ItYac~~:kI~pe=;tu:: f: ,
l ufflcient to pennit the University to 1
continue to function effectively as an in· f
sti~~o~o':!!:!~~~e~=~~endl that full. (
time undergraduates who are residenu of

~~rcr~~ ~7~~

I

I ! , '
October 25
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B:::;o~~~re:e!e~~~n:!!:~:,io~!. !~: fal~a=w~;:~~:et~:"'!~t~r:;arives, the ~~~
Commissioner points out, but further Commissio~er . con~ludes; :'1 . urge y~r ~::
budgetary cutbacks would either (I) rempel ~~ tl! give
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highest pno.nty to mala· :;::
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permit the quality of academic olTerin~s to doubtfu l quality."
COLLEGE STUDENT'S POETR Y ANTHOLOG Y

AL TERNATIVE
BUDGET CUT· CUNY '75·'76
The City University has been hit with yet another raound of mandated budget cuts
totamng S64 million.
Should these cuu be implemented, the educational and institutional impact would be
devastating. There are. however, certain actions that could be taken which would hav~ the
least impact on the classroom. These actions were I'tICOmmended during the last round of
CUtli but were not acted upon. They are as follows:
ACTION
SAV INGS (m illions)

I. Eliminate for fiscal 75-76 all remunerations at CUNY
2.2
2. Undertake. between now and January, a concerted drive 10 elicit alumni
COlItributions
•
10
J. Liquidate the CUNY investment portfolio
2J
4. IncreuechargetoHEW and other groups for CUNY
10
housing and support of research projects
5. Sell III presklential homes, apartments and rurnishings
1.2
6. Eliminate all contract guard service in the University
1.9
and replace with student guard$supervised by qualified personnel.

c1~~:~p!~hhe ,~~0;Ma~f~~:fi;~~

yield additional savings,

The National Poetry Press
announc.. lta

Spring Competition
Th. clo.lng data forth •• ubml•• lon of manu.crlpb by Collega Studanta t.

November 5th
ANY STUDENT attending eitherjuniorOraenlorcolleg.i••liglble toaubmit
hi.vers•. Th.ra t. no limitation a.to form orth.m.. Shortaf"work ••repre·
f.rred by th. Bo.rd of Judg ... baceu •• of apKelimitation •.
Each poem mu.tb.TYPEO orPRINTED on a •• parate aheat.. and mu.tb ....
the NAME and HOMEADDRESSofth •• tud.nt, and the COLLEGE ADDRE~
a.wel.
MANUSCRIPTS.houkt besentto th.OFFICE OFTHE PRESS

National Poetry Press
eJ[~daIlY 2. and 4. 10 ll:lli!~!!!!JtJA~ve!!!n!!.!ui!JeL_ _ __ -'L:!:o!.!!.'..!.A~n!!J,ga!,e!!fe!!!s!.:.lC2.!.!.!!Ii!!f.,-90034!!!!!~

Octob.1C, 1m'

Reereation
Center
Room 8-2
(Main Bldg.)

Mon-Fri 9am-5pm

Press In Jeopardy
';"""u«f~"'''''5

stantial. he/she shall allempt to resol ve
the dispute, failing which he/she shall
Proml)tJy submit the charges 10 the
Faculty-Student Disciplinary Committee
ror disposition in accordance with the
due 1.I'OCe!iS procedUre8 or Section 15.3
hereof.
If the Committee sustaina the charge.
or any part thereof against the studenl
I.uhlication, the Committee ehan be

Th~

empowered to 11 t reprimand the
publication, or 121 re<:ammend to the
IIppro,)riate funding bodies the withdrawal of budget funde. The funding
body ahall have the au thori ty to im·
plemenl fully , modlfy or overrule the
recommt:ndations.
It is now Student Council's responsibility
10 present to FSA an alternative plan or
proposal that woukl be acceptable to
students.

Times Was lNeverLike This

EXERCISE, YOGA,
KARATE, MODERN DANCE
.

\

1\,\\ f1 ee .

All
Weleonte:
NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL
HEALTH INSURANCE DIVISION

To;

All Employees

Subject:

Health Insurance Transfer Period

LaGuardia C.C.
POWER LlFTIN' CONTEST
OCTOBER 15, 1975
Wednesday, Club Hour Basement
Main Bldg ..Room B2

The annual open enrollment and transfer period for active employees will be from September 22, 1975 to October 17, 1975
(Board of Education employees from September 8, 1975 to
October 10, 1975).

The 4 Winners will be able to compete
in the CUNY "Power Lift" Contest

During this period, employees have the chance to transfer from
their present health insurance coverage into any of the following
plans:

on Oct. 31, 1975

Health Insurance Plan of Greater New York (H.I.P.)

or
Group Health Incorporated (GHI)

For further information ...
See Ken Wynofsky Room B-2 Main Bldg.

or
Major Medical (GH I Type E)
Employees may also add, drop or change optional~ benefits riders
during this period. If you enroll for an optional benefits rider,
the cost will be deducted from your payroll check.
Eligible employees who have not enrolled in any health insurance
plan or have not completed a "Waiver of New York City Health
Insurance Benefits" can enroll during this open enrollment
period without being subject to any limitations or waiting periods
which otherwise could be imposed for late enrollments.
All open end enrollment and transfer changes will be effective
the first payroll period in 1976.
Contact your agency payroll or personnel office after September
.22nd for applications and further information.

presented by STUDENT COUNCIL/STUDENT ACTIVITIES

YOGA

FUN·
FREE TO ALL
GETINSHAPE

In structor .. .

MOVEMENTS, POSTURES, BREATHrNG &

Yvette Yearwood
laGuardia Student

RELAXATION TECHNIQUES DESIGNED TO

Wed. 12·1:30
Fri. 1:30·3:00'

DEVELOP HEALTHY BODIES & CLEAR MINDS .

}

Rm.B2
(main bldg.)

September, 1975
LOOSE FITTING CLQTHESW1LlM AKE YOU MOST COMFORTAIlLE

October 14, 1975

A OREUO'S flUTE
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STUDENT CDUNCIL
ELECTIDNS
Dct. tS - t7

We need your support.

IF YOU WOULD
like to run for Student Council for 1975-76, you must
sign up in SBSS before Wednesday Oct. 1 •
See Jim Montalto for more information . Call x 454

ge this October 15th and 16th
tes r Action, will speak before several
should contact the teachers listed below
G'iXlrgakas. Lumpen and Mafundi have

......

AOREUO' S R.UTE

Octob_14.11J1
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Special CommenJations

!

I
I

!
!

j
i

Fiorello's Flute and the Graduating Class of 1975
:
extend their personal commendation and
recognition to those faculty and staff who rank
I
among the unsung at laGuardia Community
!
i
I
!i
College. People who have made significant
i
f
contribution to the furtherance of scholastic,
l
intellectual, and the humanistic development of {
students. People who, by their understanding,
1
patience, assistance and exemplory effort in
\
whatever area, h~ve shown themselves to be human!
I
bemgs greatly esteemed.
!
W·It h respect t hey are:
!!
1!

r

!

!

!
I
!
!

I

~

f

{

I

Professor Neil1?DssTlUJn

Mr. Urrwja KwanguYu

,

Professor Jlnthony Giangrasso
Professor Walter Gross

Ms. £yJia Jlmy
Ms. 'Florence Stoller

Professor John HylaniJ

Ms. Susan Steinbers (m)

Professor Jlnita 1?Dsenblithe

Ms. 'Dot 'Doran

Professor Jllle~ '.BemuJn

Ms. Cathy lUum

Professor 1?Dberta Matthews

Ms. Helen ffins"

Professor £eo NewbaO

Ms. Cathy 'FarreD

'Dean J erolyn Minter

Professor :RanJaO :Ruppart

Mr. Jeffery Kleinbers

Mr.

Mr. £ou Palefsky

Professor John Williams

I

,

'Da~

Professor 'Dan Georsakas

McJluley, :Resistrar

I

!

I

I

I,I
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